
 
 

Choosing Words 
That Deepen Meaning 

Lesson 2 
Forbidden Words:Forbidden Words:Forbidden Words:Forbidden Words:    
    
All writers have a tendency to fall back on words and phrases they’ve used again and 
again.  But to grow as writers, we must always stretch for the best word.  We must 
choose words that deepen the meaning of your message and give the reader a clear  
picture of what’s going on.  Today we’re going to force you to give up those fall-back 
words. 

 
What do I do:What do I do:What do I do:What do I do:    
    
1. Brainstorm a list of ideas for a scary story.  Come up with a spooky setting like a 

dark forest, a haunted house, or an ancient castle.   
2. Think of a few characters.  Make your protagonist someone that people like and     

relate to, but they have to have some flaws.  Make your antagonist have strengths 
and weaknesses, so they can be someone we root against, but understand.   

3. Now give your protagonist a problem to be solved.  Are they ghost hunting, is he 
trying to uncover a mystery, is she challenged to spend the night in a haunted 
house.  It can be real or imagined, that’s up to you. 

4. Write a first draft of your story.  Take only 20 minutes.  Work the whole time, but 
stop at 20 minutes.  There’s one catch.  You are not allowed to use any of the words 
on the list below.  You can’t use them in any form or tense (for example: you can’t 
use scare, scared, scares, scarier, scariest, or scary).   

 
 afraid  scare  alarm  shock  creep  spook  dread 
 startle fear  surprise flesh  sweat fright  terrify
 panic  terror  petrify unbelievable 
 
5. After 20 minutes, stop.  Find a classmate who’s willing to read your story.  Ask that 

classmate to find one word/phrase that really surprised them and/or worked well.  
Ask them for one word/phrase that you didn’t use that could help your story.   

6. If you want, find two or three more classmates to point out your good parts and for 
a good word/phrase to add.   

7. Revise that story to a more final draft, using the suggestions from your classmates.   
 


